
Silent Coalition Official Statement Regarding Eranian Religion and ICANP 

For starters SiCO has never had an issue with ICANP line members and with most of the leadership in the 

corporation that we do think are honestly trying to enjoy the game and help out each other. However as 

most of you know Sabus Narian who us the CEO of ICANP has been causing drama by pushing some 

personal agendas over coalition comms. This issue was fixed by banning all personal agenda advertising in 

all of our channels. 

However while we allow each of our member corporations to do whatever they want to do within their 

own corporation there is a certain limit we can’t cross and keep on showing support to the member 

corporation. One of these things is to push radical ideas that fight against our coalition core rules. 

The Eranian Religion fights against all of our core rules (except scamming) that are stated on our coalition 

homepage: https://www.silentcoalition.com/sico-rules-structure/  

1. All racists, sexists, homophobic and topics alike. 

2. All real life politics, religious topics and sexual orientations. 

3. All personal attacks, finger pointing or public shaming. 

The information I have about this religion is based on the first 20 sections of the Eranian book and 

to the information provided for me by other members who have been looking at it. 

Despite the fact that we allow full autonomy for corporations to run their corporations how they 

want we can’t show any support to a corporation that is led by a vocal CEO who is pushing this 

type of real life religion into their corporation and is representing such ideologies in addition to 

constantly causing drama on all fronts. We simply can’t and do not want to be connected to such 

radical real life ideologies as this. 

As of this day we have removed ICANP from silent coalition and will not support or represent any 

corporations in our coalition that are ran by Sabus Narian or follow the same ideologies that he 

supports. 

Any line member in ICANP are free to join any of our coalition corporations that have open 

recruitment policy and keep on interacting with the coalition. As we only have a problem with the 

ideologies that Sabus is supporting and promoting we try to do this separation as painless as 

possible for the line members of ICANP.  

It is up to ICANP internal leadership to decide if they want to depart from ICANP or stay in the 

corporation with Sabus and keep on supporting what ICANP is doing. As stated earlier the 

problems we have are against the ideologies represented by Sabus and not against the members or 

leadership team of ICANP. 

We are offering to buy off the 50% ownership from the market fortizar from ICANP as well as 

refund the 7 mining Athanor hulls to ICANP that they donated for the coalition earlier to support 

our mining activities. This is not done to show support Eranian religion but purely to reduce the 

impact the removal of the corporation from SiCO causes on the line member level so that ICANP 

can setup their own services to support their line members. We will allow a 1 week grace period for 

ICANP members to move their assets out from our citadels that are not freeported (mining 

Athanors). You may keep on using any freeport citadels we have. All other coalition services for 

ICANP will be terminated immediately. 

https://www.silentcoalition.com/sico-rules-structure/

